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Comparison of rate coefficient Comparison of rate coefficient ‘‘accuracyaccuracy’’

blue = rate99, purple = rate06blue = rate99, purple = rate06



Comparison of rate coefficient sourceComparison of rate coefficient source

blue = rate99, purple = rate06blue = rate99, purple = rate06





simple questionssimple questions

simple studysimple study

( downloadable at ( downloadable at asilomar.caltech.eduasilomar.caltech.edu ) )



observers put errors on their abundances,observers put errors on their abundances,
so why donso why don’’t we put errors on ourt we put errors on our

calculated abundances?calculated abundances?



which reaction affects the modelwhich reaction affects the model
abundances the most?abundances the most?

which reaction would I most like to be betterwhich reaction would I most like to be better
quantified?quantified?

etc.etc.



about the asterisk:about the asterisk:

dark clouddark cloud

steady statesteady state

choice of choice of ‘‘pp’’



MethodologyMethodology
One control model: One control model: ‘‘standardstandard’’ parameters parameters

Run one model at the extremes of each reaction rateRun one model at the extremes of each reaction rate
coefficientcoefficient’’s tabulated uncertaintys tabulated uncertainty

Compute the difference between the results so obtainedCompute the difference between the results so obtained
as a percentage of the control value ( = p ), on a speciesas a percentage of the control value ( = p ), on a species

by species basis.by species basis.

e.g. if p = 0, there was no effect on the speciese.g. if p = 0, there was no effect on the species
abundance by varying the reaction rate coefficient.abundance by varying the reaction rate coefficient.

The bigger p is, the more significant the reaction is forThe bigger p is, the more significant the reaction is for
that speciesthat species

Summing p over all species, we can work out the Summing p over all species, we can work out the ‘‘mostmost
important reactionimportant reaction’’ * caveat  * caveat caveatcaveat etc  etc etcetc



What is the most important reactionWhat is the most important reaction
by these standards?by these standards?



He + He + ζζ  →→ He He++ + e + e--



OK, why isnOK, why isn’’t itt it
HH22 +  + ζζ  →→ H H22

++ + e + e--??



Forget about cosmic raysForget about cosmic rays……
what is the most important reactionwhat is the most important reaction

by these standards?by these standards?



Or.. What single reaction rateOr.. What single reaction rate
coefficient can we measure that willcoefficient can we measure that will
improve the overall accuracy of theimprove the overall accuracy of the

model the most?model the most?



HH33
++ +  + OO  →→ OH OH++ + H + H22

measured by measured by FehsenfeldFehsenfeld (1976) (1976)
k = 8 x 10k = 8 x 10-10-10 cm cm33ss-1-1

quoted error quoted error ‘‘< 50%< 50%’’



Show me the whole list!!Show me the whole list!!





What about obvious importantWhat about obvious important
species, like CO, SO or Hspecies, like CO, SO or H22O?O?



There is no single reaction for whichThere is no single reaction for which
p > 1.2 for CO, or p > 16.5 for SO. Forp > 1.2 for CO, or p > 16.5 for SO. For

water, water, ppmaxmax  = 48.0 for = 48.0 for dissociativedissociative
recombination of Hrecombination of H33OO++..



What is the largest single value of p?What is the largest single value of p?



itit’’s 19580, for Cs 19580, for C99HH55
++ and the reaction and the reaction

He + He + ζζ  →→ He He++ + e + e--

‘‘end chainend chain’’ species species



What about other times in the model,What about other times in the model,
for example at for example at ‘‘early timeearly time’’??



The results are similar.The results are similar.

The uncertainties are alwaysThe uncertainties are always
less than at steady state.less than at steady state.

The The cricri reactions for H reactions for H22 and He switch places. and He switch places.

The top non The top non crcr reactions are still reactions are still
HH33

++ + O  + O →→ OH OH++ + H + H22
andand

CC++ + H + H22   →→ CH CH22
++ + h + hνν



WonWon’’t all these errors cancel out?t all these errors cancel out?





Should we be careful comparingShould we be careful comparing
models with observations?models with observations?



Simple species are OKSimple species are OK
but bigger molecules are definitely notbut bigger molecules are definitely not

e.g. HCe.g. HC77N abundance uncertain to an order ofN abundance uncertain to an order of
magnitude because of a single rate!magnitude because of a single rate!

For HCFor HC99N, N, ppmaxmax = 5521! = 5521!

For most species with For most species with nnCC > 2,  > 2, ppmaxmax ~ 500 ~ 500

bsolutelybsolutely..



How many reactions were found to beHow many reactions were found to be
totally unimportant by this method?totally unimportant by this method?



  pptotaltotal = 0 for about a third of them. = 0 for about a third of them.

But that doesnBut that doesn’’t mean thoset mean those
reactions will never be importantreactions will never be important

under any conditionsunder any conditions



How can we get a handle on How can we get a handle on ζζ??





Maybe with HCOMaybe with HCO++

Maybe we should actually measureMaybe we should actually measure
fractional abundances fractional abundances relrel. HCO. HCO++



Some random thoughts in conclusionSome random thoughts in conclusion

Sensitivity analysis squared:Sensitivity analysis squared:
how sensitive is a sensitivity analysis?how sensitive is a sensitivity analysis?

Not clear that any results are Not clear that any results are transferrabletransferrable

What IS an important reaction / species ?What IS an important reaction / species ?

Matching observations?Matching observations?




